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Critique 
John Hatfield's discussion of identity and ethnicity in an increasingly 
wider, abstract, and problematical context is an extended definition of 
the current dilemma. I suspect Hatfield intends to offer an essentially 
optimistic statement, but for many readers questions and doubts may 
remain, if not predominate. 
For example, Hatfield's citation of Higham on the relationship 
between the Copernican revolution and racism reminds us that every 
revolution provokes reactionary impulses in the cultural and political 
body. Is it inevitable that the forces of revolution and transcendence will 
prevail? Similarly, Hatfield offers the observation that pluralism and its 
fragmentation of the whole and assimilation and its elimination of the 
parts seem unnecessarily messy and neat, respectively. Further, ad­
versarial relationships between ethnic cultures and the "superculture" 
seem endemic in their interaction. But while Higham's "pluralistic 
integration" may be the tertium quid, history suggests that what usually 
"unites us as a nation" is less often Copernican vision than the 
intolerance of international antagonism and hostility-that is, war or 
our fear of it. 
In fact, Hatfield makes us aware that culture-transcending shared 
experience-the enabling stuff of the ideal macro-culture-is presently 
identifiable only in negative terms; the "common culture" is a 
fiction that exists most concretely in terms of what it is not. We know that 
it is not the shared experience of "marketplace [American] society," the 
ubiquitous popular culture of the electronic media, big business, and 
government. We know it is not the "national superculture" life of higher 
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education i n  cahoots with al l  of these. H atfield leaves u s  stuck with the 
question of how to m o v e  fro m  the a ffirm ativ e  securities o f  local  
authenticity (South B oston or Chin atown, for example) to  existen ce on a 
higher plane, envisioned but n ot experienced. 
In specific terms: How, in fact, do we reverse the one-way current of the 
electronic superculture? How does transcendence emerge, given (for 
example) the "ev i l  empire" rhetoric of eschatological n ationa lism and 
ideology? How do col leges a n d  u niversities help generate the dialogue 
necessary to transcendence of local context and self? Will  higher 
education v acate the m arketplace of grantsmanship in its affirm ation of 
the m arketpl ace of ideas? The current tren d seems in the o pposite 
direction. Will the u niversities and col leges generate, i m plement, and 
promote strategies for m u lticultural discourse, and what academic or 
academy-related forms wil l  they take? The h abits of mind that the 
academy seems most a n xious to n urture today are in fact those of the 
"real" (read "marketplace") world of finite satisfactions. 
-Neil Nakad ate 
Critique 
To be human is to have an identity. Indeed, it  is what eth nicity is about. 
However, as a theoretical or m ethodological prescri ption for ethnic 
studies, as advocated by H atfield ,  identity is i n adequ ate even w ithin the 
categories he h as speci fied. Hatfield seems to be asking theoretical 
analysts to do w h at artists, novelists, and philosophers do best because 
they explore the existential and phenomenological aspects of ethnic 
identity i n  depth and usually with greater authenticity. This does n ot 
mean that there is no n eed for self-discovery and understanding in ethnic 
studies. There are equally pressin g  non-identity issues with which ethnic  
studies m ust also  deal. Ethnic  studies should  be concerned with 
economics, for i nstance, with power or lack thereof. It should also be 
concerned with the an alysis ofpu blic pol icies that i m pi nge on ethnic and 
minority groups. 
Hatfield i s  correct in poi nting out that we do not live in one cultural 
context i n  A merica. A s  a m atter of fact, very few countries in the world 
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